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We have observed the decays B ! fK and fK in a sample of over 45 million B mesons
collected with the BABAR detector at the PEP-II collider. The measured branching fractions are
BB1 ! fK1  7.711.621.4 6 0.8 3 1026, B B0 ! fK0  8.113.122.5 6 0.8 3 1026, B B1 !
fK1  9.714.223.4 6 1.7 3 1026 , and B B0 ! fK0  8.712.522.1 6 1.1 3 1026. We also report the
upper limit B B1 ! fp1 , 1.4 3 1026 (90% C.L.).
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.87.151801 PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 14.40.Nd
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The decays of B mesons into charmless hadronic final
states provide important information for the study of CP
violation and the search for new physics. Decays into fi-
nal states containing a f meson are particularly interest-
ing because they are dominated by b ! sdss penguins
(Fig. 1), with gluonic and electroweak contributions, while
other standard model contributions are highly suppressed
[1]. These modes thus provide a direct measurement of
the penguin process, with potential benefits to estimates
of direct CP violation. They also allow an independent
measurement of sin2b [2]. Comparison of the value of
sin2b obtained from these modes with that from charmo-
nium modes, as well as various tests of isospin relation-
ships, can probe for new physics participating in penguin
loops [3,4].
In this paper we present measurements of four such de-
cays: B1 ! fK1, B0 ! fK0, B1 ! fK1, and B0 !
fK0. Charge conjugate states are assumed throughout
and branching fractions averaged accordingly. The fK1
and fK0 modes have been previously seen [5].
The data were collected with the BABAR detector [6]
at the PEP-II asymmetric e1e2 collider [7] located at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The results presented
in this paper are based on data taken in the 1999–2000
run. An integrated luminosity of 20.7 fb21 was recorded
corresponding to 22.7 million BB pairs at the Y4S reso-
nance (“on resonance”) and 2.6 fb21 about 40 MeV below
this energy (“off resonance”).
The asymmetric beam configuration in the laboratory
frame provides a boost to the Y4S, increasing the
momentum range of the B-meson decay products up
to 4.3 GeVc. Charged particles are detected and their
momenta are measured by a combination of a silicon
vertex tracker (SVT) consisting of five double-sided
layers and a 40-layer central drift chamber (DCH), both
operating in a 1.5 T solenoidal magnetic field. The SVT
allows for the precise determination of decay vertices.
The tracking system covers 92% of the solid angle in the
center-of-mass (c.m.) system. The track finding efficiency
is, on average, 98 6 1% for momenta above 0.2 GeVc
and polar angle greater than 0.5 rad. Photons are detected
by a CsI electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), which
provides excellent angular and energy resolution with
high efficiency for energies above 20 MeV [6].
FIG. 1. Diagrams describing the decays B ! fK , fK, and
fp: the dominant gluonic penguin (left), flavor singlet (right).
In the latter, the ss pair may be connected to the loop either
through an electroweak boson g,Z0 or several gluons (g).
Charged particle identification is provided by the aver-
age energy loss dEdx in the tracking devices and by a
unique, internally reflecting ring imaging Cherenkov de-
tector (DIRC) covering the central region. A Cherenkov
angle K-p separation of better than 4s is achieved for
tracks below 3 GeVc momentum, decreasing to 2.5s at
the highest momenta in our final states. Electrons are iden-
tified with the use of the EMC.
Hadronic events are selected based on track multiplic-
ity and event topology. We fully reconstruct B meson
candidates from their charged and neutral decay products,
where we recover the intermediate statesp0 ! gg, K0 !
K0S ! p1p2, f ! K1K2, K1 ! K0p1 or K1p0,
and K0 ! K1p2. Candidate charged tracks are required
to originate from the interaction point (within 10 cm along
the beam direction and 1.5 cm in the transverse plane), and
to have at least 12 DCH hits and a minimum transverse
momentum of 0.1 GeVc. Looser criteria are applied to
tracks forming K0S candidates to allow for displaced decay
vertices. Kaon tracks are distinguished from pion and pro-
ton tracks via a likelihood ratio that includes, for momenta
below 0.7 GeVc, dEdx information from the SVT and
DCH, and, for higher momenta, the Cherenkov angle and
number of photons as measured by the DIRC. A kaon
(pion) candidate is any track not identified as a proton or
pion (kaon).
We reconstruct p0 mesons as pairs of photons with
a minimum energy deposition of 30 MeV. The typical
width of the reconstructed p0 mass is 7 MeVc2. A
615 MeVc2 interval is applied to select p0 candidates.
We combine pairs of tracks with opposite charge from
a common vertex to form K0S , f, and K0 candidates.
The selection of K0S candidates is based on the invari-
ant two-pion mass jMpp 2 mK0j , 10 MeVc2, the
angle a between the reconstructed flight and momentum
directions in the plane transverse to the beam direction
cosa . 0.999, and the measured lifetime significance
tst . 3. For the softer K0S from K1 decays we relax
the criteria to 12 MeVc2 and cosa . 0.995.
Forf candidates, both daughters are required to be kaon
candidates. The invariant mass for the K1K2 pair must
lie within 30 MeVc2 of the f mass (see Fig. 2).
The natural width of the K dominates the resolution in
the invariant mass spectrum. For K0 candidates the Kp
invariant mass interval is 6100 MeVc2. The selection of
K1 comprises K1p0 and K0Sp1 combinations within a
Kp mass interval of 6150 MeVc2 (see Fig. 2). We re-
quire particle identification for the charged daughters of
the K. To suppress combinatorial background we restrict
the K1 ! K1p0 helicity angle (cosuH . 20.5 as de-
fined below). This effectively requires the p0 momentum
to be above 0.35 GeVc.
The helicity angle uH of a f or K is defined as the
angle between one resonance daughter direction and
the parent B direction in the resonance rest frame. For
pseudoscalar-vector B decay modes, angular momentum
151801-4 151801-4


























































































FIG. 2. The two-kaon invariant mass in the f signal region
(left). Superimposed to the data is the fit to a relativistic P-wave
Breit-Wigner for the f convoluted with a Gaussian on top of
a polynomial background. The mass resolution is 1.1 MeVc2.
The plot to the right shows a Breit-Wigner fit to the K0p1
invariant mass in the K1 signal region. Both fits use Breit-
Wigner parameters from Ref. [8].
conservation results in a cos2uH distribution, whereas
in decays into vector-vector states the distribution is the
result of an a priori unknown superposition of transverse
and longitudinal polarizations.
We identify B meson candidates kinematically using
two independent variables [6], DE  EiEB 2 pi ? pB 2
s2
p
s and the energy-substituted mass mES  s2 1




s is the total e1e2
c.m. energy. The initial state four-momentum Ei ,pi
derived from the beam kinematics and the four-
momentum EB,pB of the reconstructed B candidate
are all defined in the laboratory. The calculation of mES
involves only the three-momenta of the decay products,
and is therefore independent of the masses assigned to
them. For signal events DE peaks at zero and mES at the
B mass. Our initial selection requires jDEj , 0.23 GeV
and mES . 5.2 GeVc2.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [9] demonstrates that con-
tamination from other B decays is negligible. However,
charmless hadronic modes suffer from large backgrounds
due to random combinations of tracks produced in the
quark-antiquark qq continuum. This background is dis-
tinguished by its jet structure as compared to the spherical
decay of theY. We have considered a variety of c.m. event
shape variables that exploit this difference.
One such variable is the angle uT between the thrust
axis of the B candidate and the thrust axis of the rest of
the event, where the thrust axis is defined as the axis that
maximizes the sum of the magnitudes of the longitudinal
momenta. This angle is small for continuum events, where
the B-candidate daughters tend to lie in the qq jets, and
uniformly distributed for true BB events. Thus we require
jcosuT j , 0.9 (0.8 for fK1.
Other quantities that characterize the event shape are
the B polar angle uB and the angle uqq of the B-candidate
thrust axis, both defined with respect to the beam axis, as
well as the angular energy flow of the charged particles
and photons relative to the B-candidate thrust axis. For
Y4S decays into two pseudoscalar B mesons, the uB dis-
tribution has a sin2uB dependence, whereas the jets from
continuum events lead to a uniform distribution in cosuB.
In uqq, the continuum jets give rise to a 1 1 cos2uqq
distribution, while the thrust direction of true B decays
is random. We enhance the background suppression by
forming an optimized linear combination of eleven vari-
ables (Fisher discriminant): jcosuBj, jcosuqqj, and energy
flow into the nine 10± polar angle intervals coaxial around
the B candidate thrust axis [10].
We use an extended unbinned maximum likelihood
(ML) fit to extract signal yields. The extended likelihood













niPi xj ; a
!
, (1)
where Pi xj; a describes the probability for candidate
event j to belong to category i, based on its measured vari-
ables xj, and fixed parameters a that describe the expected
distributions of these variables in each of the M categories.
In the simplest case, the probabilities are summed over two
categories M  2, signal and background. The decays
B1 ! fK1 and B1 ! fp1 are fit simultaneously with
two signal and two corresponding background categories
M  4. The event yields ni in each category are ob-
tained by maximizingL [11]. Statistical errors correspond
to unit changes in the quantity x2  22 lnL around its
minimum value. The significance of a signal is defined by
the square root of the change in x2 when constraining the
number of signal events to zero in the likelihood fit; it de-
scribes the probability for the background to fluctuate to
the observed event yield.
The probability Pi xj; a for a given event j is the prod-
uct of independent probability density functions (PDFs) in
each of the fit input variables xj . These are DE, mES,
MKK for all channels, MKp for the fK channels, the f
helicity angle for pseudoscalar-vector decays, and event
shape quantities as discussed below. For the simultane-
ous fit to the decays B1 ! fK1 and fp1 we include
normalized residuals derived from the difference between
measured and expected DIRC Cherenkov angles for the
charged primary daughter. Additional separation between
the two final states is provided by DE.
The fixed parameters a describing the PDFs are ex-
tracted from signal and background distributions from MC
simulation, on-resonance DE-mES sidebands, and off-
resonance data. The MC resolutions are adjusted by com-
parisons of data and simulation in abundant calibration
channels with similar kinematics and topology, such as
B ! Dp,Dr with D ! Kp,Kpp. The simulation
reproduces the event-shape variable distributions found
in data. The Cherenkov angle residual parametrizations
are determined from samples of D0 ! K2p1 originating
from D decays.
For the parametrization of the PDFs for DE, mES, and
resonance masses we employ Gaussian and Breit-Wigner
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functions to describe the signal distributions. For the back-
ground we use low-degree polynomials or, in the case
of mES, an empirical phase-space function [12]. The
background parametrizations for MKK and MKp also in-
clude a resonant component to account for f and K pro-
duction in the continuum. The fK fp helicity-angle
distribution is assumed to be cos2uH for signal. The back-
ground shape is again separated into contributions from
combinatorics and from real f mesons, both fit by nearly
constant low-degree polynomials. The Cherenkov angle
residual PDFs are Gaussian for both the pion and kaon
distributions. The thrust and production angle PDFs are
parametrized by polynomials, with the exception of the
background in jcosuT j, where we use an exponential. The
Fisher discriminant is described by an asymmetric Gauss-
ian for both signal and background.
For all modes, we test the fit response for various choices
of preselection and fit strategies with samples generated
according to the PDFs, each containing the expected num-
ber of events in signal and background. Signal yields are
found to be unbiased. In thefK0 analysis the results of our
tests show that fitting either to jcosuT j and cosuB or to the
Fisher discriminant yields comparable significance. Thus,
we use only the thrust and B polar angle in this analy-
sis. In the other modes we find that the additional back-
ground discrimination provided by the Fisher discriminant
improves the expected significances of the results, and use
this approach.
The results of our ML fit analyses are summarized
in Table I. For the branching fractions we assume equal
production rates of B0B0 and B1B2. We find significant
signals in all four B ! fK and fK decay modes. The
number of fit events, their statistical significance, and
the ML fit x2 values are well reproduced with generated
samples. Projections of the input variables are in good
agreement with the fit results, as shown in Fig. 3.
We check the stability of our results by reducing the
number of input variables in the fit. In particular, we find
TABLE I. Summary of results; ´ denotes the reconstruction
efficiency and ´tot the total efficiency including daughter branch-
ing fractions, both in percent; N is the number of events enter-
ing the ML fit, nsig the fitted number of signal events, S the
statistical significance (in Gaussian s), and B the measured
branching fraction including statistical and systematic errors.
The subscripts in the fK1 modes refer to the kaon daughter of
the K1.
Mode ´ ´tot N nsig S B 1026
fK1 36.4 17.9 4202 31.416.725.9 10.5 7.711.621.4 6 0.8
fK0 36.1 6.1 351 10.814.123.3 6.4 8.113.122.5 6 0.8
fK1 4.9 4.5 9.714.223.4 6 1.7
fK1K1 15.1 2.5 781 7.114.323.4 2.7 12.817.726.1 6 3.2
fK1K0 21.5 2.4 381 4.4
12.7
22.0 3.6 8.015.023.7 6 1.3
fK0 32.1 10.5 2862 20.815.925.1 7.5 8.712.522.1 6 1.1
fp1 38.9 19.1 4202 0.912.120.9 0.6 ,1.4 (90% C.L.)
statistically significant signals even if event shape variables
are omitted from the fit and only preselection criteria are
required. Correlations among the input variables are found
to be less than 10%.
Systematic uncertainties in the ML fit originate from as-
sumptions about the signal and background distributions.
We vary the PDF parameters within their respective uncer-
tainties, and derive the associated systematic errors. They
range between 4% and 9% (17% for the final state that in-
cludes a p0). The signals remain statistically significant
within these variations.
The dominant systematic errors in the efficiency are
track finding (1.2% per track), particle identification (2%
per track), and K0S and p0 reconstruction (7% and 5%,
respectively). Other minor systematic effects from event
selection criteria, daughter branching fractions, MC sta-
tistics, and B meson counting sum to less than 4%. The
efficiency in the ML fit to signal samples can be less than
100% because of fake combinations passing the selection
criteria, and we account for this with a systematic un-
certainty 2% 5%. This effect is larger in the K final
states because of broader distributions and combinatorial
p0 background. Efficiency uncertainties affect the value
of the branching fraction, but not its significance.
In the vector-vector final states we average efficiencies
for the transverse and longitudinal angular polarizations
and assign a systematic error as the rms spread of a uniform
efficiency distribution between the two extreme cases (6%
FIG. 3. Projections onto the variables mES (left) and DE
(right). The histograms show data for (a),(b) B1 ! fK1;
(c),(d) B0 ! fK0; (e),(f ) B1 ! fK1; (g),(h) B0 ! fK0
after a requirement on the signal probability PsigSPi with
the PDF for mES or DE excluded. In (e),(f ) the histogram
is the sum of the two fK1 channels while the shaded area
is K1 ! K0p1 alone. The solid (dashed) line shows the
signal-plus-background (background only) PDF projection.
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in fK1K0 , 14% in fK
1
K1 , and 2% in fK0). We combine
the results from the two K1 decay channels using x2
distributions convoluted with the uncorrelated part of the
systematic errors.
The fit result for the B1 ! fp1 branching fraction is
2.114.922.1 6 0.5 3 1027. Given the signal yield of less
than one event, we quote an upper limit obtained by in-
tegrating the normalized likelihood distribution. The limit
incorporates changes by one standard deviation from un-
certainties in PDFs and the reconstruction efficiency.
Event counting analyses, based on the same variable set
xj as used in the fits, serve as cross-checks for the ML
fit results. The variable ranges are generally chosen to be
tighter in order to optimize the signal-to-background ratio,
or upper limit, for the expected branching fractions. We
count events in a rectangular signal region in the DE-mES
plane, and estimate the background from a sideband area.
For B1 ! fK1 we find 43 events in the signal region
(expected background 9.4); the corresponding numbers are
10 (2.8) forfK0, 6 (2.2) forfK1, 22 (7.3) forfK0, and
2 (3) for fp1. The branching fractions measured using
this technique are in good agreement with those arising
from the ML fit analysis.
In summary, we have observed B decays to fK1,
fK0, fK1, and fK0 with significances, including
systematic uncertainties, of greater than four standard de-
viations (Table I). The agreement between the branching
fractions of charged and neutral modes is in accordance
with isospin invariance under the assumption of penguin
diagram dominance. The decay B1 ! fp1 has both
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [13] and color suppression
relative to fK1 [4] and is therefore not expected to be
observed in the present data sample.
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